Abstract-Graph processing systems have been widely used in enterprises like online social networks to process their daily jobs. With the fast growing of social applications, they have to efficiently handle massive concurrent jobs. However, due to the inherent design for a single job, existing systems incur great inefficiency in terms of memory usage, execution and fault tolerance. Motivated by this issue, in this paper we introduce Seraph, a graph processing system that enables efficient job-level parallelism. Seraph is designed based on a decoupled computation model, which decouples both the runtime job data and the computation logic. Decoupling the runtime data allows multiple concurrent jobs to share graph structure data in memory, which fundamentally increases job-level concurrency and reduces fault tolerance overhead. Decoupling computation logic could extend scheduling space, which benefits both execution performance and memory consumption. Seraph adopts a copy-on-write semantic to isolate the graph mutation of concurrent jobs, and a lazy snapshot protocol to generate consistent graph snapshots for jobs submitted at different time. Based on the decoupled model, it provides unified programming interfaces for both synchronous and asynchronous graph applications. Moreover, Seraph implements a lightweight checkpoint mechanism which can tremendously reduce the fault tolerance overhead. The evaluation results show that Seraph significantly outperforms popular systems (such as Giraph, Spark, GraphX and PowerLyra) in both memory usage and job completion time, when executing concurrent graph jobs.
D
UE to the increasing need to process and analyze large volumes of graph-structured data (e.g., social networks and web graphs), there has been a significant recent interest in parallel frameworks for processing graphs, such as Pregel [1] , GraphLab [2] , powerGraph [3] , GPS [4] , Giraph [5] and Grace [6] . These systems allow users to easily process large-scale graph data based on certain computation models (e.g., BSP [7] model).
Recently, enterprises like online social networks begin to leverage these graph systems to process their daily analysis over large graph data [8] . For example, Facebook [9] uses Apache Giraph [5] to compute various graph algorithms, such as label propagation, variants of Pagerank, k-means clustering, etc. With a large number of emerging applications running on the same graph platform, it is very often to observe the case of multiple jobs running concurrently on the same graph. Our measurements on a large social network's computing cluster confirm that more than 83.4 percent of time has at least two graph jobs executing concurrently.
However, existing graph systems are inherently designed for a single job, which could involve significant overhead when processing multiple concurrent jobs. First, current systems can only support a limited number of jobs running concurrently due to high memory cost. Specifically, these systems do not allow multiple jobs to share graph data in memory, which in turn leads that each of them has to maintain separate graph data. This huge memory consumption significantly limits the number of running jobs. Moreover, the current checkpointing-based fault tolerance mechanism is quite time-consuming for graph computation, as the previous works demonstrated [10] . This issue is especially getting worse in the situation where jobs are running concurrently. Because each job has to periodically store the large volume of memory data into disk, making the I/O quickly become a bottleneck. Finally, a sophisticated scheduling mechanism in multi-job system is much more important for optimizing the execution performance and controlling the resource consumption. However, such scheduling mechanism is less considered in single-job systems. For example, an asynchronous graph job without controlling can easily saturate system memory, which can lead to crash of all other concurrent jobs.
We address the above issues in a real scenario: computing platform from a social network company, where a lot of analytic jobs are processed on the platform every day. Our measurements have demonstrated all the aforementioned inefficiency of using existing graph computing system. To address these issues, we propose a decoupled graph computation model (denoted as GES model), which decouples the job-related runtime data into graph, states and exchanging data, and correspondingly decouples the computation logic into state computing and message generating. We argue that, guided by the GES model, all the above issues for concurrent jobs can be naturally addressed.
On the one side, through decoupling the runtime data, we can separately manage the graph and job-specific data. The system only needs to maintain graph structure, and each running job can use the graph in a shared manner with only little job-specific data. This decoupling can fundamentally save both the memory consumption and the cost of fault tolerance for supporting multiple jobs. To enable the graph sharing, we adopts a "copy-on-write" semantic to isolate the graph mutations from concurrent jobs. Furthermore, we use a lazy snapshot protocol to maintain the continuous graph updates, in order to provide consistent snapshot for each new submitted job. Finally, we further design a delta-graph checkpointing to reduce the cost of fault tolerance for graph data.
On the other side, decoupling the existing computing logic into two computing and generating phases can bring much flexibility for both fault tolerance mechanism and scheduling policy. First, GES model explicitly defines the data dependency and transformations logics among the three parts of runtime data. This allows us to easily make the computational data reliable/recoverable through only checkpointing the tiny states data (e.g., vertex's value), which significantly reduces fault tolerance cost. Based on this idea, we design a light-weight fault tolerance mechanism for both synchronous and asynchronous computing engines. Second, decoupling the computing logic provides opportunities to schedule the execution and control the resource usage (e.g., memory). Driven by the GES model, we propose a Double-Queue based framework for asynchronous engine, and apply a message controlling mechanism on it.
In this paper, we integrate the above ideas into Seraph, a new graph processing system based on the GES model, which is particularly designed for efficiently processing multiple concurrent graph jobs. Seraph is composed of three major parts: graph manager, synchronous engine and asynchronous engine. The graph manager is responsible for maintaining the continuously changed and shared graph data. It can also transparently provides the isolation for multiple jobs using the same graph data. Seraph supports both synchronous and asynchronous graph application with the two execution engines, which both adopt a unified compute-generate programming interface derived from GES model.
We evaluate the overall performance of Seraph through comparing it with popular systems, including Giraph (graph-parallel system) and Spark (shared memory dataparallel system), as well as its graph extension of GraphX. Our experiments show that Seraph could reduce 67.1 percent memory usage and 58.1 percent average job execution time, as compared with Giraph. When failure occurs, the recovery of Seraph is more than 4Â faster than Giraph. Compared with Spark and GraphX, we show that Seraph can save memory usage than both Spark and GraphX by 14Â, with a constantly faster speed than both of them. This paper significantly extends an earlier version [11] in the following ways. First, we added a new Section 4.2 to prove the generality of our proposed computation model. Second, we added a new full Section 5 to introduce our recent work of asynchronous computation on this system, where we design an efficient asynchronous scheduling mechanism with our decoupled model. Third, we added the performance comparison with GraphX in Section 7.1. Forth, we added a new Section 7.3 to evaluate the performance of asynchronous graph computing component. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the practical issue of existing graph system and motivation of model decoupling. In Section 3, we introduce the graph management of Seraph, including the graph sharing and lightweight fault tolerance. Sections 4 and 5 introduce synchronous and asynchronous computing engines respectively. We describe implementation details in Section 6. Section 7 evaluates the performance of Seraph through comparing with Giraph and Spark. We then describe related work in Section 8 and conclude in Section 9.
MOTIVATION
In this section, we first introduce the practical usage of existing graph computing systems, and then reveal their inefficiency under real workloads. Finally, inspired by these issues, we propose a decoupled computation model to address the above inefficiency.
Background: Practical Graph Computation
Recently, in social network companies like Facebook [9] and Renren [12] , graph systems are widely used to process a large number of daily graph jobs across different products. Typical jobs include friend recommendation, advertisements, variants of Pagerank, spam detection, kinds of graph analysis, label propagation, clustering, etc. [8] .
With the increasing number of jobs running on the same platform, it easily occurs the case of multiple jobs running concurrently. To demonstrate this scenario, we collect one month job logs from the computing cluster of a social network company. Fig. 1 depicts one week's job distribution from Nov. 1, 2013, which shows that a significant number of jobs are executed concurrently every day. At peak time, there are more than 20 jobs pending on the platform. We also depict the complementary cumulative distribution of job concurrency of every second in Fig. 1 . As it shows, more than 83.4 percent of time has at least two jobs executed concurrently. On average, the number of concurrent jobs is 8. Furthermore, we have manually checked the graph datasets that each job uses, observing that more than 58.6 percent of these jobs use the same (or at least a large common part of) graph, e.g., the different snapshots of the evolving graph.
However, the existing graph processing systems are all designed for single job, thus are much inefficient when processing many concurrent jobs. Those inefficiencies are generally fall in three aspects: limited concurrency, high fault tolerance cost and inefficient scheduling. Limited Concurrency. We notice that current graph systems could support very limited concurrent jobs due to high memory consumption. Taking Giraph as an example, Fig. 2 shows the memory usage of Giraph job running Pagerank algorithm on various graph datasets [13] , [14] . From the figure we can see that the graph data occupy the majority of memory as compared with vertex values and combined messages (job-specific data), and the percentages it accounts for are varying from 71 to 83 percent for different datasets. Due to the heavy memory cost, it is hard to execute many concurrent jobs in a commodity cluster. For example, in our experiments, a cluster with 16 nodes (each with 64 GB memory) could only support at most four concurrent Giraph jobs over a graph with 1 thousand million vertices.
High Fault Tolerance Cost. Existing fault tolerance solution for graph systems has both storage and performance issues. Specifically, existing graph systems, such as Pregel, Giraph, GraphLab and PowerGraph, all rely on checkpointing and rollback-recovery to achieve fault tolerance [1] , [2] , [3] , [5] . Each checkpoint needs to store all the data required by computation in that step to persistent storage. Those data include graph, exchanging data (e.g., messages) and computation states. The huge data volume often introduces significant storage challenge. For example, in Giraph, running a single PageRank job on a 100 gigabytes graph with checkpointing per iteration, the total data saved in HDFS are more than 9 terabytes. Moreover, saving the large checkpoint data involves a long execution latency. Fig. 3 shows the execution time of running PageRank and SSSP algorithm on a 25 million vertices graph with different checkpointing frequency (CF). As it shows, the overall execution time is increased by 52.7 percent due to checkpointing when CF=5 for Pagerank. This case is especially worse when with many concurrent jobs, which will cause heavy I/O pressure.
Inefficient Scheduling. Most existing graph systems take less consideration of the job's runtime memory consumption (besides the part of graph data). For example, in a message-passing based asynchronous graph computation, without a carefully designed controlling mechanism, the messages could be generated too fast to be consumed, which can quickly run out of system memory and lead to the crash of all other jobs that co-located in the same server (i.e., with out-of-memory errors). Thus, memory management is much more important for a multi-job system, due to the resource sharing, than the single-job systems. However, the existing computation model leaves less space to allow the system to independently control the message generation, since the message generating logic is mixed with the computation logic. Thus, a more flexible computation model is beneficial to fully leverage the scheduling benefits.
Model Decoupling
To understand the aforementioned issues, we extend the current vertex-centric compute() model from the perspective of data management and data transformation, as Fig. 4a shows. In this model, the graph states data indicates not only the values on each vertex, but also the graph structure data. Besides, the exchanging data means the intermediate data (e.g., messages) which is usually generated during the computation. The computation is completed through applying the compute() function on each vertex to update both the two types of data, until the graph states meet a certain termination condition.
However, our observation shows that this tightly-coupled model is the key factor causing the aforementioned inefficiencies. Specifically, this model combines the graph structure data with the vertex value data as a tightlycoupled unit, which leads the concurrent jobs unable to reuse the common graph structure data (the concurrency issue). Moreover, due to without explicitly defining the data dependencies among the three types of data, it incurs a heavy checkpoint overhead (the fault tolerance issue). Finally, defining both the computing logic and message generating logic in the single compute() function makes it hard to control the message generating, which will heavily affect the memory usage and computation performance (the scheduling issue).
Decoupled Model. To efficiently address these costs, we abstract a novel fine granularity graph computation model, denoted as Graph-Exchange-State (GES) model. In GES model, a graph computation program is based on three types of data: graph, exchanging information and state. The graph G is commonly static data describing the graph structure and some inherent graph properties, such as the edge weight. It can be expressed as a tuple of vertices set, edges set and optional weights, i.e., G ¼ V; E; W ð Þ . The state data S is a set of vertex values associated with all the vertices in G, which are used to record the current state of a program. The exchanging data E is used to share the states among vertices. Generally, a graph computation can be described as a series of transformations or updates among the three parts of data, as illustrated in Fig. 4b . The following functions show the dependence among these data S f c ðG; E; SÞ (1)
In each superstep, the function f c takes the exchanging data E (messages) and the old state S as input and compute the new state S. And the function f g takes the state S as input to generate exchanging data for next superstep.
Advantages. The GES model has two major advantages: First, it decouples the whole runtime data into three parts: states, exchanging data and graph, which enables the job-level parallelism on a shared graph, i.e., multiple jobs jointly use one graph dataset in memory. Moreover, this model further describes the data dependencies among the three parts of data explicitly, which can be leveraged to design a light-weight fault tolerance mechanism: instead of checkpointing both the state data S and the exchanging data E, we only checkpoint the tiny state data and regenerate exchanging data according to the data dependencies.
Second, it decouples the computation into two separated logical steps: compute and generate. This decoupling allows us to separately control the two transformation logics. Through carefully balancing the executing rates of compute and generate functions, we can not only optimize the memory consumption, but also improve the converge speed for asynchronous computation.
Discussion. Compared with the PowerGraph's gatherapply-scatter (GAS) decomposition [3] , our GES model highlights the decoupling of data dependency for a vertexoriented program. In particular, the GES model explicitly separates the graph data G from the job-specific exchanging data E and state data S, which enables the design of graph sharing mechanism in Section 3. Moreover, the GES model explicitly defines the generation of exchanging data E from only the states S and graph data G, which enables the design of lightweight fault tolerance mechanism in Section 4.3. In contrast, the GAS model does not make such data dependency decoupling, leaving room for performance improvement and cost saving.
System Overview
To implement the GES model, we design Seraph, a graph computation system that particularly supports multiple jobs running on a shared in-memory graph. Fig. 5 shows the high-level system overview. At the very beginning, Seraph loads the initial graph data into memory (Step 1). Then it begins to receive new graph updates (e.g., add/ remote vertices/edges) and new submitted jobs (Steps 2 and 3). Once a new job arrived, Seraph will commit all the current updates to generate a latest graph snapshot, and start the job on it (Step 4). Finally, the checkpoint data and the job results will be written to persistent storage during the job execution (Step 5).
Since Seraph is a distributed system, the graph is partitioned and stored in a distributed manner. By default, Seraph uses hash-based partition to evenly assign the vertices to each worker. Certainly, sophisticated graph partitioning methods can be adopted for less communication overhead. However, graph partitioning is beyond the scope of this paper. Indeed, there are considerable literatures on this topic, e.g., PowerGraph [3] , FENNEL [15] , Giraph [5], which focus on providing multiple alternatives to partition the graph data. In fact, arbitrary partition methods can be easily applied in Seraph through a pre-processing step provided by user.
In the rest of this paper, we will introduce the details of how Seraph supports the graph sharing and the dynamic updating in Section 3. Seraph supports both synchronous and asynchronous computation. Both the two engines are based on the same decoupled computation model and provide the same programming interfaces. We will introduce each of them in Sections 4 and 5 separately. Besides of them, we will introduce how our light-weight fault tolerance works along within the three sections separately (i.e., Sections 3, 4, and 5).
GRAPH DATA MANAGEMENT
In this section, we first introduce how Seraph supports graph sharing, as well as the mechanisms for graph mutation, graph updating and snapshot maintaining. Then we propose the lightweight fault tolerance mechanism for graph management.
Graph Sharing
The unique feature of Seraph is that concurrent jobs could share graph structure data to avoid memory waste. Specifically, Seraph only stores and maintains one graph data in memory. Instead of executing on a separate graph, each individual of the concurrent jobs uses the same shared graph by creating reference to it. Then each job creates its own job-specific data (vertex states and exchanging data) in the local memory space.
To efficiently support graph sharing, we have to address some conflicts caused by the graph sharing. First, the local graph mutations must be isolated. Some graph algorithms may modify the graph structure during the computation (e.g., a K-core algorithm may delete some edges or vertices in each superstep). Without the isolation, the mutations would interfere other jobs due to using the same graph data. Second, we should maintain a consistent graph snapshot for each individual job according to its submission time. For example, the global updates of the underlying graph (e.g., the arrival of new vertices or edges) should be only visible to the jobs submitted later than the updates. In this section, we show how Seraph achieves these requirements.
Graph Mutation. To isolate the graph mutation for each job, Seraph adopts a "copy-on-write" semantic to isolate the local mutations of individual job. In particular, when a job needs to modify the edge list of a vertex (denoted as v), it first creates a delta graph object in local space and copies the corresponding edge list of v to it. Then the mutations are applied on that local copy. Meanwhile, the system changes this job's reference of v to the new one in the local graph, and the original vertex v (and its edge list) is still used by other jobs. Finally, once the job is completed, the copied local graph in memory will be released by Seraph. Fig. 6 illustrates the example of graph mutation. Job 1 needs to modify vertex B's edges (the modification may be add or delete operation). It first copies the vertex B to local memory space, denoted as B 0 , then modifies it locally and changes the reference of B to B 0 . After this, the later mutations on this vertex will be directly applied on the local data. Since jobs only mutate a small part of graph during the computation, the copy-on-write is an efficient way with little extra replication cost. Note that this kind of mutation is not applied on the shared graph, so it is transparent to other jobs.
Notice that Seraph targets the scenarios where multiple jobs share the same graph and incur little graph modification during the execution. Although the overhead of Seraph increases as jobs largely modify the base graph, the system only generates copies for the mutated vertices. So the worstcase overhead in Seraph will not exceed that in existing systems without graph sharing (i.e., loading an independent graph copy for each job).
Graph Update. Different from the graph mutation caused by running jobs, graph update are caused by the evolving of underlying graph (e.g., the new arrival of edges and vertices). Seraph guarantees that a new submitted job can see all the previous changes on the shared graph. Formally, when an update is committed at time t, it should be visible (or invisible) to jobs submitted after (or before) t.
Seraph achieves the above requirement through a snapshot mechanism. The graph managers in each worker of Seraph collaboratively maintain the graph snapshots. When an update arrives, Seraph incrementally creates a new snapshot as the up-to-date snapshot. When a job is submitted, it refers to the latest snapshot of graph. The mechanism of generating a consistent snapshot will be addressed in the following section. Fig. 6 illustrates the update/snapshot process. When job 1 is submitted, it is executed on the graph snapshot fA; B; C; Dg. During job 1's execution, the graph has been updated on vertex D. Since job 1 still uses vertex D, Seraph copies a new vertex D 0 from D and applies the update. Hence, a new snapshot fA; B; Cg [ D 0 is formed. Later, job 2 is submitted, and it just refers to this new snapshot. Note that when job 1 is finished (the number of reference on D will be zero), the vertex D will be released by the graph manager.
Consistent Snapshot. A consistent snapshot of graph is critical for the computation in Seraph. Notice that the shared graph in Seraph is partitioned and maintained by multiple workers. The update on any portion of graph may incur inconsistence for the graph. An algorithm running on inconsistent graph would incur incorrect results or even runtime errors, e.g., sending messages to non-existed vertices or counting deleted edges.
Therefore, we propose a lazy snapshot protocol, where a global consistent graph snapshot is generated only when a new job is submitted. The intuitive idea is to delay the graph update commit till the next job is started, so that we can package multiple updates into a batch and reduce the number of committing transactions. Specifically, in Seraph, each graph update is sequentially appended into the master node, and the master node continuously distributes these updates to the corresponding workers (without committing). When a new job is submitted, the master packages all the remaining buffered updates and flush them to corresponding workers. Then the Seraph master will start a commit transaction and notify each worker's graph manager to enter into a new epoch. The updating processing is illustrated in Fig. 7 .
A commit transaction is completed through a two phases commit protocol (2PC) that comes from traditional distributed systems [16] . Specifically, in the first phase, the master dispatches the remaining updates to the workers and receives acknowledgments from all workers. The worker node just caches but not applies the updates. In the second phase, the master sends committing messages to each worker and the worker nodes apply updates to graph. When a transaction is successfully submitted, all the pending jobs can be started on this latest graph snapshot. Considering that the 2PC protocol is executed within a computation cluster and is performed only once per job submission, its overhead is quite minor. For example, in our experiment, the 2PC only takes hundreds of milliseconds per transaction, which can be ignored as compared with the job execution time (e.g., usually hundreds of seconds or more).
Fault Tolerance for Graph Data
Existing graph processing systems rely on checkpoint and rollback-recovery to achieve fault tolerance [1] , [2] , [3] , [5] . However, checkpointing all the runtime data, including messages, states and graph data, into persistent storage will incur a heavy checkpoint cost and long checkpoint delay.
In contrast, Seraph is able to make lightweight fault tolerance based on the GES model. In this section, we only discuss how to make the graph data reliable, and for computational data (states and messages), it will be introduced in Sections 4 and 5.
Delta Graph Checkpointing. With the graph sharing mechanism, Seraph only needs to keep one graph data reliable for all jobs. However, different jobs may run on different snapshots, even there is only one graph. When failures occur, it needs to recover specific graph snapshot for each job.
Recall that once a new job is submitted at epoch e i , there will be a Delta-graph generated, denoted as D i (see Fig. 7 ). Graph snapshot in epoch e n can be generated through the graph snapshot in epoch e nÀ1 and delta-graph in e n , i.e.,
where the operation "È" has the following definition: for graph or delta-graph G 1 and G 2 ,
where S G means the set of vertices in graph G.
Thus, when the underlying graph is changed in epoch e n , Seraph only checkpoint the delta graph D n . In Seraph, the worker will checkpoint the delta-graph at the beginning of each epoch. When failures occur, Seraph can easily reconstruct the corresponding snapshot for each individual job through each delta graph. The delta-graph is quite small compared with the whole graph data, thus the incremental checkpointing significantly reduces the checkpoint cost.
When a worker fails, the graph partition on that worker will be lost. Seraph assigns the graph partition to a standby worker and constructs underlying graph according to the checkpointed delta-graphs, as well as the specific snapshot for each running job. After that, the graph jobs restart and continue the computation from the failed step.
SYNCHRONOUS COMPUTATION
This section introduces synchronous computation model in Seraph, as well as the fault tolerance mechanism for computational data.
Decoupled Computation Model
Seraph's computation model is derived from the BSP [7] model. In general, the graph computation consists of several supersteps, in each of which a vertex can collect messages and execute user-defined functions. In BSP, all these actions are coupled in a user implemented function, let's say compute(). This vertex-centric approach can express the behavior of a broad set of graph algorithms [17] .
However, according to the GES model in Section 2.2, a better way to express the graph computation logic is decoupling the compute() function into two individual functions: compute() and generate(). Here, the new compute interface is for computing new vertex state based on received messages, and generate interface is used to generate the messages for the next superstep according to the new states. Fig. 8 shows the data transformation and computation model of Seraph.
According to the GES model, we expose two interfaces for user to write their applications: compute() and generate(). We argue that the new interfaces are very natural to use. To show how easily this programming model can express common graph algorithms, Fig. 9 illustrates the "compute-generate" implementations of Pagerank, SSSP and WCC algorithms. 
Generality Analysis
Before introducing the benefits of this model, we first give an analysis on its generality. In message-passing based graph computation, it generally involves two kinds of data: values (denoted as V ) which are used to describe the computational states (i.e., the S in GES model), and messages (denoted as M) which describes the exchanging information between vertices (i.e., the E in GES model). The values are kept in memory all the time, however messages are temporal and will be released once being consumed.
Compared with vertex-centric compute model, the computegenerate model mainly has following differences: 1) program logic is split into two parts, compute and generate phases. 2) the compute phase takes messages as input and can only modify values. 3) the generate phase takes value as input and can only send messages. However, we argue that the constraints introduced in this model do not reduce the ability of problem abstracting. In other words, it has at least the equivalent expressiveness with the existing compute model. Now for the compute-generate model, we constraint the program to be represented as a combination of two subsequent functions f compute and f generate . The computation can be written as
For graph algorithms, we can divide them into two cases: 1) the M 0 only depends on the V 0 . In this case, we can allow V t ¼ V 0 to transform them from the compute model to compute-generate model. And to our knowledge, most typical algorithms fall into this case, like the algorithms we illustrate in Fig. 9. 2 Specifically, given an graph algorithm that can be described by the GES model as follows:
where M i and V i are the messages and values in ith superstep. Based on the above functions, Seraph can usually use the generate function to regenerate message data based on the value data of last superstep. Thus, we only need to checkpoint the value data (e.g., V iÀ1 ) at each step to reduce checkpoint cost, since the size of message data is often much larger than that of value data. When a job fails, since the graph data is decoupled from the job, only the values and the messages associated with the job will be lost. Seraph will restart the job on each worker, and roll back to last superstep of failure step. By running generate() function on that superstep to regenerate the lost messages, Seraph can quickly recover from the failure.
ASYNCHRONOUS COMPUTATION
In this section, we illustrate how Seraph supports asynchronous computing based on the decoupled model introduced in Section 2.3.
Decouple-Based Asynchronous Computation
Derived from GES model, Seraph's asynchronous engine adopts a decoupled compute-generate programming model, with further enabling accumulative computation. Given that the algorithm allowing accumulative computation, a vertex can update its state based on every delta message, with no need to wait for all neighbors' messages. Furthermore, Seraph uses the message passing as the way of data exchanging to avoid the data inconsistence issue, which is introduced in [2] . Now we give a formal definition of the accumulative asynchronous model. In this model, each vertex's state is changed according to its neighbor's impact. We assume such impact can be accumulated from many small impacts. Formally, we have
where, S v is the state of vertex v, I i v is the ith impact on vertex v. The accumulative operator È can combine multiple impacts into one or apply impact to vertex state. Based on this assumption, the computation for a vertex v can be written as
Specifically, every time vertex v is scheduled, it first combines all its impacts and applies to current state S v . Function gðÞ is used to generate the impacts to all other vertices based on its own latest state. N v denotes vertex v's neighbors. Message Flooding Issue. Like in BSP model, a simple way to implement the above accumulative model is exposing an interface, like compute(), for user to implement the computation logic in Equation (6) . However, this model works well for the synchronous scenario, but not the asynchronous one. Specifically, in synchronous model, all the generated messages in iteration i can be consumed in iteration i þ 1, so the worst case of memory footprint for message storage is OðN E Þ, where N E is the number of edges. However, in asynchronous model, each call of compute() will generate N (N is the number of neighbors for this vertex) messages, but only consuming one message. Thus, the number of messages can easily saturate system memory.
Thus, a more reasonable designing is to decouple the compute() logic into two parts like our GES model, i.e., compute() and generate(). The compute() describes how to apply a delta message into vertex's value, and the generate() describes how to generate delta messages for other vertices based on the current value. Based on this decoupling, we can individually control the rate of each interface, so as to limit the total memory consumption. For example, if the total number of messages is beyond a threshold, we can adaptively slowdown the rate of generating message (generate()), and vice versa. Furthermore, this model naturally provides consistent programming interface with the synchronous model in Seraph, thus it is easy for user to transform their synchronous application into asynchronous one. Fig. 10 illustrates three asynchronous examples which are transformed from the synchronous model in Fig. 9 .
Double-Queue (DQ) Based Framework
To enable the above decouple-based asynchronous computing model, we propose a double-queue based framework, seen in Fig. 11 . In this framework, there are two continuously running components: one for compute() function and another for generate() function. Beyond these, there are two data queues for storing the runtime status. The message queue is for gathering all incoming delta messages, and the active vertex queue is for placing all active vertices' id.
During the running process, the compute component continuously fetches messages from the message queue and calls compute() interface to add the delta value to corresponding vertex's value. Meantime, it will check whether this vertex should be active. For example, for PageRank algorithm, if a vertex's value has been changed larger than a certain threshold, it needs to propagate its impact to neighbors. A vertex will be inserted to the active vertex queue only if it is not in the queue and it is active.
The generate component continuously pops out a vertex from the active vertex queue and calls the generate() interface, so as to propagate its new impact to its neighbors through messages.
This framework provides very flexible controlling space which can be used to optimize the resource usage (i.e., memory) and performance. For example, dynamically adjusting the rate of computing and generating components can control the length of both message queue and active vertex queue, which can further affect the memory usage and computational performance. To obtain the optimal performance, we need to come up with the best control policy for this framework. Here, we denote the rates of computing and generating components as r c and r g , which are defined as the speed of message consuming by compute() and the speed of message generating by generate(), respectively. The maximal computing rate is denoted as r c , which is the message consuming rate when the CPU resource is fully utilized by computing component, i.e., r c r c . Assume the operations of enqueue and dequeue spend negligible time, thus we have following theorems. Theorem 2. In the DQ framework, let l 1 and l 2 be two constants with l 1 < l 2 , then we have that the computation time T 1 with message queue Q M 's length of l 1 will be less than the computation time T 2 with that of l 2 .
Proof. Given a running DQ framework D 1 , we denote the length of its message queue Q 2 for a certain time, i.e., t. During this time, there is a probability p that vertex v will be active again and its impact will be increased. Thus, after a same certain time, messages M 1 and M 2 in both D 1 and D 2 will be computed. However, M 2 will generate larger impact than M 1 , which will make d 2 converge faster than d 1 .
t u
This theorem shows that the less messages in the messaging queue (Q M ), the faster the computation will be. Theorem 3. In the double-queue framework, to obtain shortest computation time, the generating and computing rates should be equal to the maximal computing rate r c , which has r g ¼ r c ¼ r c . Proof. We define the compute() logic as basic operator in this framework, which is denoted as C. Given that generating component is quite lightweight compared to computing one, the overall computation time is determined by the total number of basic operator and computing rate. Given an application p, we denote the total operator number as N o ðpÞ and the computing rate as r c ðpÞ, thus the total computation time can be written as T ðpÞ ¼ N o ðpÞ r c ðpÞ :
Note that, if there are sufficient messages in the message queue Q M , i.e., r g ! r c , then r c ðpÞ ¼ r c ðpÞ. Now let's consider the case where r g < r c , which means there will be insufficient messages in Q M for compute() to consume. Thus r c will decrease, which in turn increases T ðpÞ, i.e., 
On the other hand, suppose that r g > r c , which means the generate() dequeues too fast from the active vertex queue Q A . This will increase the length of the message the queue Q M . According to Theorem 2, increasing Q M 's length will also increase the computation time, i.e., T ðpÞ ". Based on above analysis, either r g is greater or less than r c , it always increases the execution time. Thus, we can conclude that r g ¼ r c ¼ r c is the best configuration. t u
Message Controlling
In this section, we give the best message controlling policy which can minimize the execution time of the DoubleQueue framework. According to Theorems 2 and 3, we can derive that a best controlling policy has at least the following three properties: 1) computing rate r c always gets the maximal rate r c ; 2) message generating rate r g is equal to computing rate r c ; 3) length of message queue l m is approaching to zero. The first two properties are derived from Theorem 3,  showing that computing component should fully utilize CPU resource, and the generating component's speed is determined by the computing component. According to Theorem 2, to minimize the execution time, we should reduce the length of message queue as short as possible.
Adaptive Message Controlling. To enable above controlling policy in DQ framework, we design a message controlling module in Seraph.
First, Seraph needs to control the length of message queue to a minimal value t. According to Theorem 2, the less messages in the message queue, the faster the computation will be. However, in a distributed implementation, we have to reserve few buffered messages to tolerant the network jitter, variance of generating rate, and network latency, so as to make sure that the computing component could always get a message from the message queue. Thus we introduce a threshold t as the minimal queue length. When a job is started, we don't control the message generating at first, so as to make sure there are enough messages for computing component to consume. When the number of messages is sufficient to fully utilize CPU resource, Seraph starts the controlling module. The controlling module first stops the message generating until it observed the cluster's CPU utilization is dropped down from 100 percent by a granularity of m (e.g., m ¼ 5 percent). At this time, the computing rate r c is just slightly below r c , and the system configures the threshold t as the current length of the message queue.
Second, according to Theorem 3, we should control the global generating rate r g to be equal to r c . During the initial period, each worker i periodically estimates its computing rate r ðiÞ c by itself and updates to master. In master side, there is a table which maintains all workers' latest computing rate r ðiÞ c . Master also periodically calculates the computing rate of whole system by summing all worker's rate, i.e., r c ¼ P r ðiÞ c . To let r g ¼ r c , each worker's target generating rate r ðiÞ g should be r c =N, where N is the number of workers. Master will broadcast this target value to all workers periodically, and each worker dynamically adjust its message generating rate r ðiÞ g according the target rate and current rate.
Fault Tolerance for Computational Data
According to the message controlling mechanism, the runtime data for asynchronous job in Seraph includes only vertex states and very few messages in the message queue. Compared with the synchronous job, this is quite lightweight. Thus, we simply adopts the Lamport consistent snapshot algorithm to generate runtime snapshots and periodically checkpoint them to disk. Thus, the job can continue to execute from the history checkpoint when it fails.
ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION
Seraph is implemented in Java. The communication between workers is based on Apache MINA [18] . Like Giraph, the underlying persistent storage is using Hadoop HDFS [19] . In the following, we give the Seraph's architecture, as well as the specific implementation details of graph management and job scheduling.
System Architecture
A Seraph cluster includes a single master (with a backup master to tolerate failures) and several workers. The master controls the execution of multiple jobs, and each worker executes part of individual jobs.
The master is mainly responsible for controlling the execution of multiple jobs and monitoring the state of workers. Specifically, job controller receives job submissions and dispatches jobs to workers holding the corresponding data. It also controls the job progress, including startup, superstep coordination and termination. The master also checkpoints the states of each job for fault-tolerance.
Several workers execute jobs and maintains its portion of the graph in memory. To share graph among multiple jobs, Seraph implements a graph manager to decouple graph structure data from job-specific data (e.g., vertex value), and only maintains one graph data in memory. The graph manager is also responsible for graph updating and snapshot maintaining.
At the startup, a worker registers with the master, and periodically sends heartbeats to demonstrate its continued availability. When a job is dispatched to a worker, Seraph starts a new executor, which is a separate thread used to manage this job's execution.
Graph Management
In Seraph, a graph in memory is stored as a set of Vertex objects. Each object includes vertex value, message queue and an adjacency list storing neighbor edges. Thus, Seraph extracts edge list from Vertex object and forms a new global graph set containing each vertex's edge list. Each job makes a reference to this unique graph object to get the graph structure. The reference pointing to the edge list of each vertex, which is far smaller than a whole edge list.
Hibernate Mode: Different with existing systems, Seraph is an online running platform which supports the updates on graph. To save memory when there is no jobs running, Seraph implements a hibernate mode. Once the system is idle for a period (e.g., longer than a certain threshold), Seraph allows all the workers to hibernate. Each worker will make a checkpoint of the full graph (instead of delta-graph). This graph will be considered as the new initial graph G 0 , and all the old G 0 and previous delta graphs on HDFS will be deleted. After that, the memory occupied by the graph data will be reclaimed. In the hibernate mode, all graph updates will be cached on master node. When a new job arrives, master will wake up all the workers and apply the cached updates to the graph maintained by them. Note that the checkpoint is serialized in disk, so the waking up process is much faster than reloading the raw graph data from HDFS.
Job Scheduling
To better leverage the resource, Seraph implements a job scheduler to control job execution. The scheduler assigns each job a priority based on its submission order, e.g., job submitted earlier has a higher priority. Seraph guarantees that early jobs has more priority to use resource, job submitted later can exploit the idle resource. The job scheduler is implemented through performing flow control at two levels: controlling job execution and controlling the message dispatching.
Execution Controlling. In Seraph, job's execution is through performing each vertex's compute() and generate() operations. We package a bunch of vertices' operations of a job and the job ID into a task package, which composes the minimum execution unit in Seraph. Thus, each job is executed through submitting their tasks to executing threads pool. The submission rate of each job is customized based on the priority. Currently, the rate r of each job is set as inverse ratio to its priority level p, which is r ¼ 1=ðp À p h þ 1Þ, where the p h is the highest priority among current running jobs.
Message Dispatching. Message dispatcher uses a priority queue to buffer messages from all jobs. Meanwhile, Seraph assigns each job a different threshold to control the max buffer size it can use, which is similarly setting as the inverse ratio to its priority. When a job achieves the maximum buffer size, its incoming flow path will be blocked and executor will be paused. This avoids the low-priority jobs to aggressively compete for bandwidth with high-priority jobs.
EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS

Experimental Setup
Our experiments are conducted on a cluster with 16 machines. Each is with 64 GB of memory and 2.6 GHz AMD Opteron 4,180 Processor (12 cores). All these machines are connected with a gigabit switch. We choose one machine as the master and other 15 machines as workers.
We take some popular graph algorithms as benchmarks to evaluate Seraph's performance, including Pagerank, random walk, weakly connected component (WCC), single source shortest path (SSSP) and K-core. In our following experiments, we set PageRank's max iteration steps to 20. For random walk, we set 100 walkers for each vertex and the length of walk is 10 steps. For k-core, we set k ¼ 5.
We run the benchmarks on a snapshot graph (denoted as snp) of Renren, which contains more than 25 million vertices and 1.4 billion relational edges, and a public web graph data set (i.e., uk-2007-05, denoted as uk) [13] , [14] . Both the two datasets are power-law graphs with highly skewed degree distribution, as demonstrated in Fig. 12 . Even though, we could observe that hash-based graph partitioning can evenly assign the edges to each workers. For example, Fig. 13 shows the number of inner partition edges and cross partition edges on each Seraph worker after partitioning uk graph into 30 parts. The result is similar for Renren graph. Since the storage, communication, and even computation complexity are always linear to the number of edges on a specific worker, we observe that the hash partition could achieve workload balance even in the presence of highdegree vertices.
Performance of Executing Concurrent Jobs
First, we compare Seraph with both a graph computing system (i.e., Giraph) and an in-memory general data processing system (i.e., Spark), as well as its graph extension, GraphX. Giraph is one of the most popular open-sourced Pregel implementation. We use the Giraph 1.0.0. Spark is a general data-parallel system which supports in-memory data sharing through RDD (Resilient Distributed Dataset) [20] . The version of Spark and GraphX is 1.3.0.
To evaluate Seraph's performance with multiple concurrent jobs, we submit several graph analytic jobs with different algorithms (i.e., random walk, SSSP, WCC, k-core and PageRank) simultaneously to both Seraph and the baseline systems. For Spark, We have implemented all the five graph algorithms with the RDD. For each graph algorithm, we use three separated RDDs to repersent the graph, vertex states and exchanging data.
Memory Consumption
Figs. 14a and 14b show the memory usage during the execution of Seraph and Giraph, respectively. Seraph first loads the underlying graph, which occupies 11.86 GB memory. Then, Seraph executes multiple jobs in parallel over the shared graph. The peak memory usage of Seraph during the execution is 37.8 GB. Note that the K-core algorithm occupies more job-specific memory than others, because its graph mutation operations incur copy-on-write data in its local memory space.
For Giraph, each job has to work on a separate graph in the memory, so the total memory usage is much larger than that of Seraph. From Fig. 14b we see that the total memory rapidly increases with the number of parallel jobs, and its peak memory occupation is about 87 GB. Notice that K-core occupies less memory than other jobs, which is different from its behavior in Seraph. This is because that the algorithm can mutate its separate graph (e.g., deletes some vertices) directly. Fig. 15 shows the memory occupation for each individual jobs, which includes memory occupation of graph data and job-specific data (e.g., states and messages). Since the graph data is shared among five jobs in Seraph, we consider that each job has 1=5 graph memory. On average, Seraph reduce about 67.1 percent memory usage than Giraph for each job except K-core. K-core in Seraph incurs little more memory usage than Giraph due to the part of copy-and-mutated graph in its local memory space. Now we compare the memory usage for Seraph, Spark and GraphX. Fig. 16 depicts the average memory usage for the three systems. 1 As the figure shows, Both Spark and GraphX uses an order of magnitude larger memory than Seraph. On average, the memory usage of Spark is more than 14Â larger than that of Seraph. The major reason is that Spark (or GraphX) will allocate new RDD for each data mutation, because RDD is immutable. However, most graph algorithms usually just mutate a little part of the whole dataset, such as SSSP and WCC algorithm. Thus, it will introduce many duplications in memory.
Execution Time
We first compare the execution time of Giraph and Seraph with both running five jobs in parallel, i.e., the case in Figs. 14a and 14b . In this case, Seraph can reduces the memory usage of Giraph by half, but still outperforms Giraph in terms of execution time, as shown in Fig. 17a , Although Seraph increases the execution time of K-core due to copy-onwrite operations, Seraph reduces the overall execution time of five jobs by 28 percent than Giraph. The reduction is mainly brought by the job scheduling mechanism which avoids aggressive resource competition.
Next, we limit the peak memory usage of Giraph equal to that of Seraph (e.g., 40 GB). With this limitation, Giraph can only execute two jobs in parallel, with others pending until 1. We didn't provide the results of random walk on GraphX, because based on GraphX's edge-centric programming model, it is unable to write such an algorithm that has the similar execution pattern to the one in Seraph and Spark. the resource is available. Fig. 14c shows the memory usage of Giraph in this case. We see that the WCC, K-core and PageRank job need to be pending for a period, increasing the total execution time.
Given the same memory constraint, Fig. 17b shows the execution time of individual jobs executed in Giraph and Seraph, respectively. Note that the execution time includes the job pending time. We see that Seraph executes jobs much faster than Giraph. On average, it reduces the individual job completion time by 24.9 percent, as compared with Giraph. In term of the total completion time of five jobs, Seraph brings a reduction of 46.4 percent as compared with Giraph. Now we compare the execution time of Spark, GraphX and Seraph. Fig. 17c shows the execution time of each job. We see that Seraph is more than 6Â faster than Spark in terms of average execution time. Even GraphX is carefully optimized for graph-specific computation, Seraph can still outperforms it by 20.4 percent. To understand the overhead of Spark, we analyze the time consumption of each operation in Spark, which is the join of two RDDs. Take the example of Pagerank execution, Spark separates the graph (links) and values (ranks) to share the graph for later iteration's use. However, it needs to join this two datasets in each iteration. In contrast, Seraph separates these data with an explicit connection using reference, which can avoid the overhead of joining.
Fault Tolerance
We now compare Seraph with Girpah in the fault-tolerant performance. Seraph checkpoints the vertex values at the end of each superstep. Based on the experience of [21] , we set the checkpoint frequency (i.e., the number of supersteps for every checkpoints) as five for Giraph.
Checkpointing Cost
We evaluate the cost of checkpointing for both Giraph and Seraph. Fig. 18a shows the total completion time (including execution time and checkpointing time) of each job for both Giraph and Seraph. Overall, the total job completion time of Seraph is reduced by 58.1 percent than that of Giraph. As shown in the figure, the checkpointing in Giraph accounts for a significant part of total job completion time, e.g., 57.8 percent for the five jobs on average. In contrast, checkpointing time in Seraph occupy only 19.3 percent on average, even though Seraph checkpoints every step.
Note that the K-core in Seraph spends more time on the checkpointing than other jobs because Seraph uses the deltagraph checkpointing for K-core due to it mutates graph in each superstep. To evaluate the overhead of delta-graph checkpointing, we collect each superstep's checkpoint size in HDFS for both Giraph and Seraph. For Giraph, each checkpoint needs to save the whole graph data and other job-specific data. However, Seraph's delta-graph checkpointing only needs to checkpoint the changed part of graph in each superstep. Fig. 18b depicts the cumulative checkpoint size of K-core in each superstep. According to the figure, each superstep's checkpoint size of Giraph is about 5.8 GB. However, Seraph averagely just checkpoints 522 MB in each superstep. After the job finished, the size of total checkpoint of Giraph is 2:35Â that of Seraph. 
Recovery Time
We intentionally generate a failure to a running job (e.g., pagerank), and test the recovery time for both Giraph and Seraph. For fairness, we let failure occur in superstep 9, which is the average number between two checkpoint (superstep 6 and 11) for Giraph. Fig. 18c illustrates the checkpointing time and recovery time when runing Pagerank jobs on Giraph and Searph, respectively. Since Seraph checkpoints every superstep, it can recover from the last superstep. For Giraph, it checkpoints every five steps, thus has to roll back to the latest checkpoint in superstep 6. From figure we see that the recovery time for Seraph is reduced about 76.4 percent compared with Giraph.
Asynchronous Execution 7.4.1 Message Controlling
According to Theorem 2, to get the best performance, the message queue should be controlled as short as possible (but should be larger than the threshold t). Based on the controlling strategy in Section 5.3, the threshold t we obtained is 40 million messages when the CPU utilization downgrading unit is set as m ¼ 0:05. Note that the 40 million messages is very small compared to the total number of messages in computation. In the first experiment, we control the message queue varying from 40 million to 1.6 billion of messages, and check its impact on the execution performance. Fig. 19 shows the impact of message queue length to the computation performance for two algorithms, PageRank and SSSP on snp graph. We can see that the execution time is monotonically increasing with the size of message queue. For PageRank, with message controlling, it can gain around 3Â performance improvement over the worst case. For SSSP, it also can improve 26.3 percent, even there are few messages generated during the whole computation. This experiment shows that carefully choosing message queue size can greatly improve the performance. Fig. 20 depicts the dynamic length of message queue during the whole computation of PageRank on snp graph. In warm-up stage (the first 20 seconds), the number of messages quickly goes up to 180 billion due to without controlling. After this stage, Seraph starts the controlling mechanism, and the length of message queue is quickly controlled to the minimum value (i.e., 40 million) until the end. This can prove that our controlling mechanism can adaptively adjust the total length of message queues to a constant number in distributed environment.
Comparison with Synchronous Engine
We compare the asynchronous engine with the synchronous engine in terms of computation time and memory usage. Fig. 21 shows the execution time for the two algorithms on the two graph data sets with the two computation model. On average, the asynchronous model can reduce execution time by 59.2 percent than synchronous model. This is because the per iteration synchronization prevent the computation to observe the latest data, so as to affect the execution time. Fig. 22 is the average memory usage comparison for these two models with different algorithms. Compared with the synchronous model, our asynchronous model can control the size of message queue in a very small range, thus it can reduce memory usage by 32.8 percent.
Comparison with PowerLyra
We also compare Seraph with a state-of-the-art asynchronous system, PowerLyra, on a cluster with 10 r3.2xlarge 
EC2 instances.
2 Fig. 23 shows the execution time comparison with different algorithms on two graph datasets. To be clarified, PowerLyra is implemented in C++ while Seraph is a JVM-based system. Even though, Seraph can significantly outperform PowerLyra with up to 176 percent performance improvement. This is mainly because PowerLyra's asynchronous scheduling involves heavy lock contention overhead (as the recent research [22] shown), whereas Seraph avoids this through using the incremental message-passing based model. Also, the message controlling mechanism used in Seraph could not only help improve the algorithms's convergence speed but also save memory overhead of storing the messages. As shown in Fig. 24 , PowerLyra uses 7Â more memory space than Seraph on average when they execute the same algorithms.
RELATED WORK
Recently, several graph processing systems have been proposed, such as Pregel [1] , Giraph [5], GPS [4] , GraphLab [2] and PowerGraph [3] . These systems are based on BSP model [7] to implement a vertex-centric computation. Other type of graph computation systems targets multi-core environment, such as Grace [6] and Galois [23] . However, all of them suffer the problems of memory inefficient and high fault tolerant cost when executing multiple jobs in a parallel manner, as we explained in Section 2.
Some systems are proposed to support continuously updated graph. Neo4j [24] and HyperGraphDB [25] are graph databases. They both support simple graph traversals and queries. Due to focusing on the transaction, they are not suitable for graph computation. Kineograph [26] supports graph-mining on a stream of incoming data. Similar with Seraph, they both enable to capture the changing graph through constructing new snapshot continuously. However, Kineograph focuses on reducing the computation latency through incremental computing, without considering the case of concurrent jobs.
CONCLUSION
Seraph is a large scale graph processing system that can support multiple concurrent jobs running on a shared graph. The basic idea of Seraph is decoupling the computation model of current graph computing, which allows multiple concurrent jobs to share graph structure data in memory, as well as providing efficient scheduling mechanism. Our evaluation demonstrated that significant benefits on both execution performance and memory consumption can be gained from the decoupling model. 2. We use EC2 in this experiment because some software libraries on our cluster have some incompatibility issues with PowerLyra.
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